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Abstract. The paper deals with the use of passive reactive shaping line (con
sidered as quadripole circuits) in the design of charging. devices that ensure an 
optimal mode of operatio11 of the power source. It is shown that the use of 
quadripole passive reactive charging circuits makes it possible to solve the prob
lem to uniform power consumption for practically any type of shape of the pulse 
formed. 

The power supplies sources, or; as they are often called, the electrical pumping 
sources, are among the most important components of any laser system. Their char
acteristics are mainly determined by the laser type and the mode of its operation. As 
the laser physics and technique progresses, and the field of laser applications widens, 
the requirements imposed on the laser power supplies rise in number and_ complexity 
naturally leading to an increase of the complexity of the equipment. In particular, when 
capacitor charging devices are developed (used for electrical energy storage), the fol
lowing basic criteria must be taken into account: efficiency, constancy of the power 
drawn from the mains, capacitor voltage stability. and range of adjustment, deioniza
tion time of the gas-discharge devices, protection of the pulsed modulators, minimal 
power dissipation on the converting elements, such as diodes, transformers, capacitors, 
chokes, etc. 

Passive charging elements with active and inductive impedance are widely used in 
the devices with capacitive energy storage. Their use, however, does not fully comply 
with the above listed criteria, especially in what concerns the overall efficiency and 
the constancy of the power consumed - both these criteria are particularly important 
in the cas'e of high-power pulsed modulators [1, 2, 3]. 

It is, therefore, necessary to consider the problem of designing passive charging 
devices in a more general manner that is based on modem techniques of synthesis 
electrical circuits. The problem can be formulated as follows. For a given power supply 
E 1 (p), one must design such a passive reactive charging device (CQ - in general a 
quadripole circuit) that ensures the necessary charging of the storage capacitors under 
an optimal mode of operation of the power source (Fig. 1). 
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We propose here to use pa•sive reactive shaping lines as charging quadripoles, 
since their synthesis has been thoroughly investigated [ 4, 5]. These shaping lines are 
characterized by their ability to form on the load R (Fig. 2) pulses with arbitrary pre
defined shape when a single step-like voltage function is applied at the input within a 
certain time range 0 ·T. 
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Making use of the compensation principle, one can replace the resistor R with a 
voltage source· U2 (1) that reproduces the desired pulse shape. The voltage U2(t) can 
be represented as a part of a periodical function with duration T repeating exactly the 
voltage pulse U2 (t). One can, therefore, write 

U2(t) = U(p)[l - exp(-pT)] = U'(p) - U"(p) (1) 

where U(p) = L[U(t)] is the Laplace representation of U(t,). 
The pulse I2 (p) of the current dissipated on R can be represented by a sum of three 

components [ 6]: 

I2(P) = lsh(P) - I'(p) + I"(p) (2) 

where l 81i(p) is the current in the load circuit with the output short-circuited ~ it is 
due to the action of the input voltage; I' (p) and I" (p) are the currents in the same 
circuit with the input short-circuited - it is due to the two output voltage components 

U'(p) and U"(p), respectively. 
It is important to note that I' (p) and I" (p) are identical periodical functions :vi th 

their origins shifted by T, moreover, their shape is identical to that of ls1i(p), with their 

amplitude being twice as small. 
In order to use shaping lines as charging circuits, one must do the following: the 

charging voltage source E 1 (p) must be connected at the place of the resistor R and 
the capacitors Cs of the shaping line must be used as storage capacitors. In other 
words, the shaping line (Fig. 2) with the input and outpi1t inverted is used as charging 
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device (Fig. 1). The pulsed mode of operation of the device requires the periodical and 
instantaneous (in the charging processes time-scale) discharge of Cs through the switch 
S on the load - this process can be simulated by inserting a single voltage jump in 
series with Cs for each discharging cycle. The shaping line must be chosen under the 
condition that the sequence of pulses shaped should be identical with the shape of the 
voltage of the source E 1 (p). 

To exemplify the operation of such a charging circuit, we shall arbitrarily divide 
the periodical voltage function E 1 (p) into separate cycles coinciding with the charging 
cycles of the capacitors C8 • Within each such cycle we shall assume that E 1 (p) is 
turned on at t = 0, and off at t = T. Under the action of such a voltage (analog6us 
to the action of U2 (p) in the formation of the pulse), the current components I' (p) (at 
t = 0) and J" (p) (at t = T) will appear in the voltage source. If we now match the 
end of the charging cycle (/. = T) with the beginning of the discharge of the cap~citor 
Cs (which is identical to switching a single step-like function on), the third component 
l 81i(p) will be added to the resulting current - it will bring the overall current down 
to zero. We have thus completed a full local operating cycle of the charging circuit; 
the periodical repetition of such cycles yields the continuos mode of operation of the 
device. 

Fig. 3. 

As the above considerations demonstrate, the shape of the current (through the 
source) coincides with that of its voltage. The picture will not change if one uses a 
source with active internal resistance to supply the charging (shaping) circuit. In this 
case, the source voltage must also include a component compensating the voltage fall 
across this resistance. The description of the processes given above allows also one 
to find easily the ratio between the amplitude of the charging voltage on Cs and the 
amplitude of the voltage at the output of the supplying source. Obviously, this ratio 
will be inversely proportional to the shaping line voltage duty coefficient during the 
pulse forming cycle. 

We shall now illustrate the above discussion on the example of two practical cases: 

1. Synthesis of a device for charging a capacitor from a source of sine voltage; the 
charging cycles frequency must be· twice as high as the mains frequency. For this 
purpose, we use a full-wave rectifier to convert the sine voltage into a sequence 
of half-wave pulses; these are then fed to the charging device . The time of action 
of each (such) pulse coincides with the charging cycle of the capacitor. 
According to the technique proposed for synthesis of passive charging circuits, 
the charging circuit must be such as to produce pulses with the shape of sine half
waves. A detailed description of such synthesis is given in [ 4]. The results of the 
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calculations are shown in Fig. 3; the parameters are nonnalized for a charging
cycle duration of To = n, and voltage and current amplitudes of unity at the 
output of the source (i. e. value of unity of the matched resistor Ro used as a 

usource 
shaping-line load). For real T and R = ~. the values of the capacitances 

I~~~e 
shown in the figures should be multiplied by T/nR, and those at the inductances, 
by RT/7T. 

2. Synthesis of a capacitor-charging device from a source of sine voltage; the 
charging- cycle duration comprises several oscillation periods of the supply volt- . 
age. To do that, we chose a circuit producing pulses consisting of sine oscillations 
(number of periods corresponding to the charging-cycle duration) with rectangu
lar envelope. It is obvious that in the ideal case the sequence of these pulses will 
coincide with the half-waves of the sine voltage. 

The problem of calculating such circuits is discussed in detail in [ 4] by means of 
interpolation in the frequency domain. Most generally, one needs to obtain at the circuit 
output sine oscillations with angular frequency v and envelope in the fonn of a pulse 
with pre-defined shape g( t) and duration T. 

f (t) = { ~(t) sin vt (3) 

In the case of rectangular envelope with unit amplitude (m = 1), if one assumes 
that the number of half-waves v is even, and for To = 0 and T1 = T = n, one obtains 
for the transfer function: 

f(p) _ 2vexp(-0.5np) . 
1

(O
5 

) 
- 2 2 sm 1 . np . 

. p +v 
(4) 

The above expression shows explicitely the zeros of the imaginary and real parts for 
p = jw, as well as the zeros in the Laplacian representation. For odd v, the hyperbolic 
sine in (4) is replaced by hyperbolic cosine. 

The final fonn of the transfer function is 

S2 

A1p TI (p2 + 4k2) 

F(p) = ~~~~~k_=_r~2;_k#__'.'._¥~~~~~~~ 
St S2 

(5) 

II (p2 + (2k + 1)2] + Azp II (p2 + 4k2) 
k=r1 k=r2 

Since the shape of the envelope is symmetric with respect to its middle line, the 
zeros of real and imaginary parts of the spectral functions are equal to the condition 
r < v < s. The correlation between the indices r 1 and r2, and s1 and s2 must be 
chosen under the co~dition for strict alternation of the zeros of the even and odd parts 
of the denominator. The numerators of the transfer function are considered separately 
for each different type of envelope. 
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Expression (5) ~s valid for any even number of half-periods in the pulse and for any 
order of the function. As a concrete example, for the number of half-periods v = 10, 
a~d for r1 = 4, s1 = 6, r2 = 3, s2 = 5, expression 950 becomes: 

F(p) = Aip(p
2 + 64)(p

2 + 144) 
' (p2 + 49)(p2 + 8l)(p2 + 169) + A 2p(p2 + 100)(p2 + 144) 

(6) 

.As an approximation, the values of the coefficients, as calculated from the condition 
of equating expressions (6) and (4) at two frequencies p = jlO and p = j9 are 
A1 = 139.3 and A 2 = 6.925. 

The primitive function of the transfer function, built followincr the above calculations 
is shown in Fig. 4. "' ' 
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Fig. 5. 

The charging devices designed following the two examples discussed above allow 
one to form current pulses with shape nearly identical to the voltage-pulses shape; this 
can ensure uniform power consumption from the mains within each half-period of the 
supply voltage, as well as a cos <p value close to unity at the supply output. As an 
example, let us consider the design of a capacitor-charging device from a d. c. voltage 
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source. One possible solution is the use of a shaping circuit consisting of parallel loops 
that produces pulses· with square shape [7]. The d. c. voltage at the charging device 
input can then be approximated by a sequence of square pulses closely following one 
another. It is obvious that one can also use circuits that fom1 pulses with triangular or 
trapezoidal shape, or with the shape of the square of the sine-w_ave half-period. Fig. 5 
shows schematically the correlation that must be maintained between the duration of 
the charging cycles (periods) l'rh and the duration T of the pulse fon11ed by the circuit. 

To conclude, we should note that the use quadripole passive reactive charging circuits 
makes it possible to solve the problem of uniform consumption for practically any 
type of shape of the pulses formed. In- this case the problem of quadripoles synthesis 
is reduced to the synthesis of the respective shaping circuits; this problem has been 
studied in s,ufficient detail in the literature. 
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